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Abstract The details of magma plumbing beneath active volcanoes remain a major challenge in
geochemistry, geophysics, and volcanic hazard evaluation. Here we apply a relatively novel variation of
seismic interferometry, which we call Virtual Reflection Seismic Profiling, to produce a high-resolution image
of a known crustal magma body. The technique takes advantage of recent advances in both seismic
instrumentation (dense arrays) and seismic analysis (seismic interferometry). We have applied this technique
to data recently acquired at an iconic volcanic system, Krafla, which lies on the mid-Atlantic ridge as exposed
in northern Iceland. What make this particular site exceptional are encounters with rhyolitic magma in two
drill holes, K-39 and Iceland Deep Drilling Project-1 (IDDP-1). These known magma bodies represent a
unique calibration opportunity for surface geophysical measurements of magma distribution at depth. In
this study, we produced a stacked, seismic reflection section by applying common depth point processing
techniques to virtual shot gathers derived from interferometry of P waves from microearthquakes generated
by tectonic, magmatic, and/or geothermal activity. We observe a strong, coherent reflection on the seismic
section at a travel time corresponding to the depth at which magma was encountered in the IDDP-1
wellbore. We interpret this reflection to be from magma or magma-related fluids. Additional coherent
reflections may correspond to other components of the magma plumbing beneath Krafla. These results
represent a promising new technique for structural imaging with natural sources that can be applied to a
wide array of geologic and energy problems that involve natural or induced seismic clusters.

1. Introduction

The distribution and movement of magma in the earth’s crust have been a critical concern of geochemical
and geophysical investigations for much of the past century [e.g., Spera, 1980; Crisp, 1984; Corry, 1988;
Glazner and Ussler, 1988; Emerman and Marrett, 1990; Ishihara, 1990; Parsons et al., 1992; Gudmundsson,
2000; Polteau et al., 2008]. Fundamental and persistent questions related to magma plumbing include the
relative importance of magma chambers versus sill or dyke complexes, the role of density and viscosity in
the transport of magma in the crust, the relative mixing of original magma with host rocks during ascent,
and ultimately, the recognition of precursors to major eruptive events [e.g., Voight and Cornelius, 1991;
Scarpa, 2001].

Some of the better known attempts at magma imaging with seismic methods include passive tomographic
studies [Lees, 2007] to delineate the magma chambers beneath Yellowstone [e.g., Iyer et al., 1981; Benz and
Smith, 1984; Huang et al., 2015], efforts to map the Socorro magma body under central New Mexico using
reflected body waves from microearthquake sources [e.g., Sanford and Long, 1965; Sanford et al., 1973;
Sanford et al., 1977], and similar work in Japan to associate magma with reflected shear waves on microearth-
quake recordings [e.g., Matsumoto and Hasegawa, 1996]. There are also now a number of examples of
magma bodies being detected and/or mapped by multichannel controlled-source surveys, beginning with
COCORP’s profiling of the Socorro Magma Body in 1976 [Brown et al., 1979; Brocher, 1981] and detection of
a similar sill-like body beneath Death Valley [De Voogd et al., 1986]. Another prominent example of magma
bodies being mapped by surface reflection surveys are the INDEPTH surveys on the southern Tibetan
Plateau [Brown et al., 1996;Makovsky et al., 1999], which have been cited to support the role of partial melting
in plateau uplift [Nelson et al., 1996]. Active seismic reflection mapping of magma chambers, including 3-D,
has been achieved beneath mid-ocean ridges by marine multichannel profiling [e.g., Mutter et al., 1988;
Kent et al., 2000]. New passive techniques, such as receiver functions, have also reported the presence of
molten material at intracrustal depths, including independent detection of the Socorro Magma Body
[Sheetz and Schlue, 1992] and perhaps most notably the mapping of the Altiplano-Puna magma body
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beneath the central Andes [Zandt et al., 2003;Ward et al., 2014]. In many cases, the interpretation of magma
from the seismic results has been strongly bolstered by complementary geophysical measurements, most
notably magnetotelluric [e.g., Wei et al., 2001].

The aforementioned diverse seismological results represent independent but complementary means of
detecting magma at crustal depths, each with its strengths and limitations. For example, receiver functions
can probe to sublithospheric depths, but the bandwidth typically available from teleseismic sources severely
limits resolution within the crust [Cassidy, 1992] and attenuation/scattering in volcanic areas often hampers
the penetration achievable with higher-resolution active surface seismic surveys [e.g., Ziolkowski et al., 2003].
Moreover, the source costs associated with conventional multichannel seismic reflection surveys on land is
often prohibitive, especially in rugged terrain.

Subsurface imaging by processing the ambient noise field with a technique known as seismic interferometry
has become a widely used and powerful tool for crustal-scale velocity imaging using surface wave tomogra-
phy [e.g., Shapiro et al., 2005; Lin et al., 2008]. However, the effectiveness of interferometry in extracting useful
body wave information from ambient noise has been more challenging. Roux et al. [2005] documented the
presence of P waves in their analysis of ambient noise in southern California. Draganov et al. [2009, 2013]
describes efforts related to oil and gas exploration, while Ryberg [2011] reports recovery of both wide-angle
reflections and refractions that correlate with their counterparts from explosive sources in a regional seismic
survey. Yu and Schuster [2001] use seismic noise generated by drilling operation to recover the reflectivity dis-
tribution beneath the survey. At a larger scale, seismic interferometry of ambient noise has been used to
recover Moho reflections [e.g., Tibuleac and von Seggern, 2012; Gorbatov et al., 2013], reflections form the
lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary [Kennett, 2015], and prominent core phases [Lin et al., 2013a].
Althoughmost interferometric analyses of both surface and bodywaves attempt to extract useful information
from unknown, presumably random noise sources, of particular relevance to this study is the use of selected
known sources. This application of interferometry has found numerous applications in the exploration indus-
try [e.g.,Wapenaar et al., 2008; Schuster, 2009] and has recently found application to earthquake sources. For
example, Ruigrok and Waapenaar [2012] used interferometry of global phases from appropriately located tel-
eseismic events to image lithospheric structure beneath southern Tibet. Nakata et al. [2014] retrieved body
waves in southwestern Wyoming using multidimensional deconvolution of recordings of local and regional
earthquakes. Nishitsuji et al. [2016] has produced crustal-scale reflection imagery using interferometry of the
P coda from regional earthquakes in the southern Andes. Here we apply a similar approach to high-resolution
imaging of crustal structure using local microearthquakes generated by geothermal activity in Iceland.

In this study, seismic interferometry is applied to recordings of local microseismic events (Mb < 2) as energy
sources. Unlike true “ambient noise” treatments, in which a wide and quasi-random distribution of a large
number of sources at unknown locations is assumed, our approach is to incorporate selected events (micro-
earthquakes) and redatum them in the manner described by Schuster [2009] as vertical seismic profiling (VSP)
to surface seismic profiling. We will refer here to this imaging technique as Virtual Reflection Seismic Profiling
(VRSP). VRSP focuses on using the surface ghost reflection (free-surface multiple) associated with upgoing
energy from a subsurface source whose epicenter is relatively near to virtual surface source locations to
produce a stacked seismic image comparable to what one would get using real surface sources at those same
virtual locations [e.g., Schuster, 2009].

2. Study Area

Iceland has long served as perhaps the world’s most iconic exposure of mid-ocean ridge processes by virtue
of an underlying mantle plume, or hot spot [Gudmundsson, 2000]. While much attention was given to the
Reykjanes peninsula in southwestern Iceland, where the modern plate boundary comes ashore, volcanic
systems throughout Iceland have been of intense scientific and societal concern [e.g., Gertisser, 2010]. The
Krafla volcanic-geothermal system in particular (Figure 1) has been one of the most studied of the
Icelandic magma system due to recurring fissure swarm eruptions over the past centuries [e.g., Tryggvason,
1984; Einarsson, 1991; Saemundsson, 1991; Harris et al., 2000; Buck et al., 2006]. A simple cross-sectional
cartoon of the Krafla caldera is shown in Figure 2.

Various seismic measurements have suggested the existence of a magma chamber less than 4 km thick
beneath Krafla, with horizontal dimensions of 2 km × 7 km and a top ranging from 3 km to 7 km depth
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[Einarsson, 1978; Brandsdóttir and Menke, 1992; Arnott and Foulger, 1994; Brandsdóttir et al., 1997; Darbyshire
et al., 2000]. Recent 3-D tomographic images, generated by inverting both artificial and natural sources,
also indicate velocity anomalies that are associated with a magma chamber within the caldera [Schuler
et al., 2015].

The magmatic plumbing in Krafla gained particular notoriety in 2009 when a borehole, K-39, unexpectedly
encountered magma at depths of 2062 m while drilling into the geothermal system within the central
volcano [Mortensen et al., 2010]. Subsequently, the nearby Iceland Deep Drilling Project-1 (IDDP-1) drill hole
also drilled into melt at a depth of 2104 m [Elders et al., 2014b]. These magma bodies have received substan-
tial attention both as targets of geochemical and geophysical surveys and as a model for superheated
geothermal power generation [Elders et al., 2014a]. The unexpected encounter of rhyolitic magma at such
shallow depth also emphasized the limitations of conventional geophysical methods in detecting magma,
as these bodies were not recognized in predrilling surveys.

3. Data and Methods

Seismic activity at Krafla is currently
monitored by 17 permanent seismic
stations (yellow in Figure 1a) operated
by ISOR on behalf of the National
Power Company and the Iceland
Meteorological Office. Krafla was also
a subject of recent seismic deploy-
ments associated with an ongoing
international initiative known as the
Integrated Methods for Advanced
Geothermal Exploration (IMAGE). The
blue stars shown in Figure 1b repre-
sent stations deployed for VSP mea-
surements with controlled sources
during the IMAGE field campaign
[ISOR, 2016].

Figure 1. (a) Survey area showing location of IDDP-1 and KG-39 boreholes, the Krafla caldera, and permanent seismic stations (yellow dots). (b) The blue and red stars
represent DRG Krafla stations deployed in the recent ISOR/DRG/IMAGE experiment fromwhich the data example in Figure 3 was drawn. Arrays in red are used in this
study. The blue stations were deployed for VSP measurements during a recent IMAGE field campaign. Purple contours show estimated boundaries of magma
chambers seen as S wave shadows during studies of the Krafla Fires (1975–1984) [Einarsson, 1978].

Figure 2. An east-west geologic model for the Krafla caldera. Modified
from Ármannsson et al. [2014].
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As a part of the Deep Roots of Geothermal systems (DRG) project, supported by ISOR, the GEOthermal
Research Group (GEORG), and Icelandic power companies, 20 seismic stations were deployed at 200 m
spacing as shown by the red stars on Figure 1b. The DRG network used Lennartz 0.2 s sensors with a sampling
frequency of 200 Hz. The seismic data were recorded from July to August 2014, and a total of 989 microearth-
quakes were subsequently detected and located. Figure 3 shows representative recordings of both nearby
and relatively distant microearthquakes captured by this array. In addition to prominent direct P and S
arrivals, coherent energy is evident in the P wave coda (e.g., Pr in Figure 3). The relatively close spacing
between these stations, coupled with the availability of adjacent microearthquake clusters, suggested that
the VRSP method might be successful in extracting reflection imagery.

In this study, seismic recordings of 989 microearthquakes of magnitude less thanM2 (smallestM�0.03) were
extracted in 1 min windows for imaging beneath Arrays 1 and 2 (Figure 4). We used vertical component
records in order to minimize any S wave contamination in our P wave imaging. The recordings were normal-
ized to the average root mean square amplitude of each window on a trace-by-trace basis for each micro-
earthquake. The strong coherent seismic energy labeled Pr in Figure 3a, arriving shortly after the direct P
wave, is here interpreted as a reflection of downgoing energy from source reflecting from an interface
beneath the hypocenter, an interpretation supported by the analysis described below. To avoid any

Figure 3. Sample recordings of microearthquakes used in this study. Note: t = 0 s time is arbitrary, not the origin time of the
earthquake. (a) Vertical component seismogram for earthquake within the seismic array. (b) North-south component of the
same local earthquake. (c) Vertical component for an earthquake located at a greater distance, and (d) its north-south
component. Traces are depicted for stations extending from northeast to southwest (Array 1 in Figure 1). In addition to
clear direct P and S arrivals, coherent arrivals are evident in the P wave coda (e.g., Pr).

Figure 4. (a) Depth distribution of microearthquakes used in this analysis. Earthquake locations projected onto planes
corresponding to the nominal azimuths of Array 1 and (b) Array 2.
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individual record dominating summations in which it is involved (e.g., during correlation), these traces were
then renormalized on an earthquake ensemble-by-ensemble basis for each individual microearthquake. The
recordings were also bandpass filtered with corner frequencies of 2 to 80 Hz prior to cross-correlation in order
to emphasize body waves at the expense of any surface wave contributions (e.g., ambient noise). The
resulting correlations for each earthquake were then summed to produce either autocorrelations or cross
correlations as described below.

The VRSP uses seismic interferometry to redatum the surface-reflected energy (ghost) to surface source posi-
tions. This is accomplished by cross-correlating the signals from the station at the virtual source position with
those recorded at the remaining real receivers [e.g., Schuster et al., 2004; Weaver, 2005; Torij et al., 2007;
Draganov et al., 2007]. The basic principle is illustrated in Figure 5a in which correlation of the signals at
two stations results in a representation of the signal recorded at one station as if it came from the other sta-
tion (virtual source). When the offset between virtual source and real receiver is zero, this reproduces the
autocorrelation model of Claerbout [1968]. In this end-member case, the results are completely independent
of the depth or timing of the real event, e.g., microearthquake. If there is a sufficient number and appropriate
distribution of sources, then summing all the autocorrelations is equivalent to imaging with ambient noise
[e.g., Draganov et al., 2009].

Figure 5b also illustrates how cross-correlation can generate an “artifact” from downgoing energy that
encounters a reflecting interface. The result is an apparent reflection occurring at a travel time that
corresponds to redatuming of the surface to the depth of the earthquake. Note that this will be only the case
for laterally homogeneous medium; however, since in the presence of lateral inhomogeneity, it would not be
easy to interpret the resulting artifact as a specific reflection. Although this arrival represents information
about the reflection that can be extracted by other methods [e.g., Quiros et al., 2015], it constitutes “noise”
in the seismic image keyed to the redatumed ghost (Figure 5a). However, by summing multiple earthquakes
from varying depths, the signals corresponding to the raypaths in Figure 5a interfere constructively, while
those in Figure 5b tend to interfere destructively [e.g., Draganov et al., 2013].

Another potential artifact that can arise is when the distribution of sources is not uniform with respect to the
azimuth. Since VRSP uses the direct waves of the microearthquakes, the directivity of the events may contri-
bute to the result as artifact [e.g., Emoto et al., 2015]. If the P-S time interval is sufficiently long to include
higher-order multiple reflections from an earthquake, one can process exclusively using coda waves [e.g.,
Nishitsuji et al., 2016]. Using the P wave coda from regional earthquakes for imaging can substantially reduce
some artifacts. However, the relatively short S-P arrival times relative to the two wave travel times of the ghost
reflections of interest for most of the earthquakes in this case (e.g., Figure 3a) preclude effective use of this
approach. Moreover, the use of the P coda alone depends upon higher-order multiples, which can be
expected to be quickly attenuated in a hot volcanic system.

In this study, virtual shot gathers were generated by cross-correlating each station in turn with all the stations
for each recorded earthquake, then summing over all microearthquakes. Figure 4 shows the distribution of
the microearthquakes selected for imaging projected onto the nominal azimuths of the two recording

Figure 5. Virtual reflection profiling by redatuming of deep sources. (a) Cross-correlation of the initially upward traveling energy recorded at station 1 with its
subsurface reflections recorded by the remaining stations (e.g., station 2) produces a virtual source gather corresponding to a virtual source located at station
1. (b) Cross-correlation of the reflection of the initially downward traveling energy recorded at station 1 with its subsurface reflections recorded by the remaining
stations also produces a virtual source gather but one with the sources redatumed to the depth of the real source. After Schuster [2009].
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arrays. The selection criteria for these events are described in more detail below. However, it is immediately
obvious from Figure 4 that the earthquakes are not randomly distributed with respect to the arrays but tend
to be asymmetrically clustered in both lateral position and depth. Moreover, the span of these earthquakes
would seem to violate one of the conditions of interferometric theory, i.e., that the physical sources should
enclose the receivers [Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006; Draganov et al., 2006]. In the following section, we will
show how the use of both forward and backward directed virtual shot gathers, together with common reflec-
tion point binning of those shot gathers, can overcome these limitations.

After a preliminary analysis of autocorrelation results (see below), seismic reflection sections from the virtual
shot gathers were then produced by conventional multichannel processing [e.g., Yilmaz, 2001]: common
midpoint (CMP) binning (resulting in uniform image spacing), application of normal moveout corrections
appropriate for previously measured Pwave velocities [Brandsdóttir et al., 1997], and then stacking (summing)
the recordings for all source-receiver pairs for each CMP bin. To further highlight the dominant reflection
signals, the resulting stacks were again bandpass filtered, this time between 6 to 12 Hz. Exponential gain
recovery was applied prior to display.

4. Results
4.1. Autocorrelation

Initially, a brute force autocorrelation section was generated by simply adding the autocorrelations of each
station’s record for all 989 earthquakes (Figures 6a and 6b). This autocorrelation section mimics an unmi-
grated stacked, single-fold zero source-receiver offset survey. The best results are expected when autocorre-
lating signals from earthquakes that are either located directly beneath every station or the positions of these
sources are well distributed stochastically in space. Thus, we would expect the autocorrelation results to
suffer from the clustering of the sources; this should especially be the case for most northeastern stations
from Array 1 (Figure 4a). For these “outlier” stations, we would expect virtual reflections to arrive earlier than
their real counterparts [Cabolova, 2016].

The resulting seismic section for Array 1 (Figure 6a) does exhibit a number of coherent arrivals, both subhor-
izontal and dipping (e.g., marked by arrows). However, this coherency appears to be relatively localized and
scattered, due in part to the irregular spacing between stations. This is especially true for Array 2, which has
fewer stations to define coherency. Moreover, the autocorrelations provide little basis for discriminating vir-
tual reflections from coherent artifacts (e.g., Figure 6b). Although the energy in such artifacts can be expected
to weaken as the number and depth range of the microearthquake sources increase, the limited number and
diversity of events available here may be inadequate for effective mitigation of artifact amplitudes.

4.2. Microearthquakes as Stochastic Noise

The most common approach to extracting body waves from passive recordings is to assume that the source
energy arises from unknown but favorably distributed locations [Draganov et al., 2006]. This approach is
represented by the stacked reflection section in Figure 7a, computed from virtual shot gathers using all
989 earthquakes recorded by the network. Although the energy binning inherent in the CMP processing
results in a more uniform spatial distribution of traces, lateral coherence is still spotty and relatively unconvin-
cing as evidence of subsurface reflectivity. There is a hint of subhorizontal coherency at 0.9 s and a weak but
pervasive dipping coherency throughout the section.

Following themethodology ofNishitsuji et al. [2016], we have also cross-correlated the P coda alone, first using
those earthquakes sufficiently distant (i.e. 2° ≤ epicentral distance ≤6°) to provide an adequate window
between P and Swaves (Figure 7b). Before CMP processing of the P coda results, the virtual shot gathers were
also filtered using multidimensional deconvolution (MDD) using an approximate point spread function (PSF)
computed for a time-gate of |t| < 0.5 s. This step of applying MDD to interferometry has been found to mini-
mize blurring of the PSF at larger offsets [Van der Neut et al., 2010]. The MDD was performed based on trun-
cated singular-value decomposition. However, the resulting reflection section (Figure 7b) seems to exhibit
even less coherency than the autocorrelation and the simple cross-correlation stacks. As mentioned earlier,
the higher order multiple reflections upon which this technique is based may be significantly attenuated in
this volcanically active and structurally complex area. The seismic section in Figure 7c was produced in the
same manner as the section in Figure 7b, but using only local microearthquakes. Although more
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subhorizontal coherency is apparent in
Figure 7c versus 7b especially at about
0.8 s, the P-S times of the local
earthquakes are too short to allow an
estimation of the PSF without potential
leakage of Swave energy into the result.

4.3. Imaging With
Selected Earthquakes

There are several possible explanations
for the poor results obtained by the
ambient noise approach to imaging
with the full set (989) of earthquake
sources. The issue of attenuation of mul-
tiply scattered energy associated with
shallow magmatic activity has already
been raised. Another possible factor is
illustrated in Figure 8. Virtual reflections
from offline sources (green circle in
Figure 8) sample subsurface locations
(blue dots) that are different from the
CMP defined by the real stations and
both the epicenter of the physical
source (gray dots) and the virtual source
positions (black dots). This discrepancy
will decrease with decreasing offset of
the source. The 3-D distribution of
earthquake sources results in a lateral
spread of subsurface reflection points
that sample different reflector positions,

thus violating the common reflection point assumption used to bin and stack the data. Therefore, we would
expect a better image should result when using only sources which lie beneath and laterally near the record-
ing array so that their virtual CMPs lie within the CMP bins defined by the geometry of the resulting virtual
source gathers.

Microearthquakes were thus selected such that their first-order ghost reflection points fall within 100 × 100m
CMP bins defined by the 200 m receiver spacing as shown in Figure 8b. The use of these selected epicenters
should (a) minimize lateral offset of virtual reflection points from the CMP bins defined by the virtual
source-real receiver geometry as well as (b) minimize the divergence of the normal moveout correction com-
puted from the virtual source-real receiver geometry from the actual moveout displayed by the virtual reflec-
tion. The first condition places priority on real sources being near the actual line of receivers. The second
condition places a priority on using real sources near the virtual source. [e.g., Kim et al., 2015].

The result of simple cross-correlation and summing of the selected source records is illustrated by the virtual
shot gather in Figure 9. It is noticeable that there are clear linear arrivals with apparent velocities (~4.0 km/s)
that are consistent with those measured locally for direct P waves [ISOR, 2016]. Such direct waves imply
horizontally propagating energy and near-surface sources; we postulate that this energy is derived from
ambient background noise rather than the microearthquakes sensu stricto. More to the point, these virtual
shot gathers exhibit more clearly defined coherent phases than the full-blown stacks computed by using
the full set of available earthquakes (e.g., Figure 7). Stacked virtual reflection sections produced from virtual
shot gathers for selected subsets of the earthquakes are shown in Figures 10 and 11.

It is important to note that the strength of coherent energy (e.g., R2 and R5 in Figures 10 and 11) increases as
the number of events used in the stack increases (Figures 10 and 11), supporting our conclusion that they are
reflections as opposed to random noise or processing artifacts. However, we found relatively little improve-
ment in the signal to noise as the number of events increased beyond 40. This point of diminishing returns is

Figure 6. (a) Autocorrelation seismic reflection sections from Array 1 and
(b) Array 2. Black arrows indicate coherent phases.
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associated with the inclusion of events that have large offsets from the array, consistent with our expectation
that inclusion of more distant sources degrades the stack due to lateral dispersion of the real subsurface
reflection points. Whereas all of the events used to produce the section shown in Figures 10a–10d have
reflection points that fall within the 100 m × 100 m CMP bins, the additional events in Figure 10e have

Figure 8. (a) Relative virtual reflection points associated with a source that is laterally displaced from an array. Note the
spatial discrepancy between the expected common reflection points (CRP, gray dots) from the conventional common
midpoints (CMP, black dots). (b) CMP binning (100 × 100 m) for the DRG arrays.

Figure 7. (a) CMP stacked seismic section treating all 989 events as random noise. (b) Stacked section using the P wave
coda only for 124 selected regional earthquakes. (c) Same as Figure 7b except for the use of 145 local microearthquakes.
In both Figures 7b and 7c, MDD was applied after cross-correlation. Arrows indicate coherent phases that may correspond
to reflections from physical interfaces at depth.
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offsets in excess of 700 m. Note that coherent energy is more evident along Array 1 than Array 2 (Figure 11),
which we attribute to the much smaller number of suitably located earthquakes available and smaller
number of recording stations along Array 2 (resulting in much lower effective CMP stacking fold). To
improve the visibility of reflection energy in these images, a common linear enhancement filter, FX
deconvolution [Yilmaz, 2001], was applied in Figure 12.

As noted earlier, intrinsic to all of the imaging shown here is the fact that the distribution of earthquakes rela-
tive to the station locations would seem to violate the precept in seismic interferometry that the recording
stations should be enclosed by the sources. Clearly, for Array 1, for example, the stations at the NE end of
the array lie well beyond the selected earthquakes used here. In other words, for these stations, the direct path
from earthquake to virtual sources has no commonality with any ghost reflection. Thus, the shot gathers for
which these stations are the virtual sources have no useful reflection contribution to make any CMP gather to
which they participate. However, this is compensated by the virtual sources to the SW which, with exception
of the SW most station, do have an appropriate geometry to generate a virtual reflection at the appropriate
time. Thus, almost every CMP gather has a contribution from NE stations as virtual sources and SW stations
as virtual sources. The latter is simply the time reverse cross-correlation sum of the former. Thus, each CMP
gather has both positive and negative lags of the cross-correlations of each station with another.

5. Discussions
5.1. Interpretation

The features responsible for the more prominent reflection bands in the VRSP (e.g., Figure 13) are largely a
matter of conjecture. Since this section does not pass directly over the boreholes (Figure 1b), direct

Figure 9. (a) Virtual source gathers for Array 1 and (b) Array 2 computed from selected earthquakes sources. Red flags
represent the location of the virtual source. Blue line represents the linear energy, here interpreted as direct virtual P
wave arrivals and their associated velocity of 4 km/s. Black arrows indicate laterally coherent arrivals interpreted to be
reflections from subsurface interfaces.
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Figure 11. Partial stacked seismic sections for Array 2, generated with selected earthquakes. The number of sources used in each stack, indicated at the bottom of
each panel, increases to the right. Increasing CMP no. corresponds to SE direction. R1–R5 are coherent reflections beneath Array 2. Note R2 corresponds to depth
where the magma was drilled. Other coherent phases are also indicated.

Figure 10. Partial stacks for Array 1 generated with selected earthquake subsets. The number of earthquakes used in each stack, indicated at the bottom of each
panel, increases to the right. Increasing CMP no. corresponds to SW direction. R1–R5 indicate coherent reflections discussed in the text. Note R2 corresponds to
depth where the magma was drilled. Other coherent phases are also indicated.
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correlations with known lithologic variations are extrapolations at best. However, the prominent phase R2 in
Figure 10 corresponds to a depth of about 2.75 km, comparable to the depth of the shallow magma body
intersected by IDDP-1 at 2104 km [Ármannsson et al., 2014]. To assess this correlation, a synthetic VRSP
(Figure 12c) was computed from the simple geologic model shown in Figure 12d. The thickness of the
magma target in the model is arbitrarily set to be 100 m. To obtain the synthetic stack, synthetic
seismograms were computed using ray-based modeling software (Omni TM Schlumberger) for 23

impulsive subsurface sources (P wave
only) with dominant frequencies of 6
to 12 Hz corresponding to the
microearthquake distributions used in
Figure 12b as they would be recorded
by a linear array of 14 receivers at the
free surface spaced 200 m apart.

R1 in Figure 12 marks the expected
phase that may have resulted from
cross-correlating the direct P wave with
the reflection from the top of the
magma reflector of originally down-
going energy from themicroearthquake
sources, e.g., the geometry depicted in
Figure 5b. However, the arrival time on
the virtual reflection section for this
energy is dependent upon the depth
of the source. Hence, stacking such
energy for the same reflector but for
sources at various depths that illumi-
nates from all angles to the receivers
should result in its destruction as a
coherent phase [Draganov et al., 2004].

Figure 12. (a) Stacked section of Array1 from Figure 7c enhanced by FX deconvolution. (b) Stacked sections using 23 selected microearthquakes (Figure 8). (c) Stack
of selected earthquakes enhanced by FX deconvolution. (d) Simulated VRSP image produced using synthetic virtual source gathers computed from the model in
Figure 12e. (e) A simple velocity model of the upper crust at Krafla used to compute the synthetic in Figure 12d. A magma body was placed at a depth comparable to
that at which magma was encountered by the Krafla boreholes with an assumed thickness of 100 m. P wave velocity (2.5 km/s) for the magma body based on
lab measurements [Murase and Mcbirney, 1973]. Increasing CMP no. corresponds to the SW direction. The synthetic section was computed using the same
geometries of microearthquakes used in Figure 12b. See text for modeling details.

Figure 13. Reflection images of the Krafla subsurface in 3-D fence display.
The coherency enhanced reflection images from Array 1 and 2 are dis-
played here in raster format. The DRG network, microearthquakes source
locations, and the two boreholes are also indicated at the top of the
figure. R2–R5 are coherent reflections beneath Arrays 1 and 2. R2 corre-
sponds to depth where the magma was encountered in boreholes.
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Moreover, no such artifact emerges from the synthetic section (Figure 12c). Finally, this phase is also visible in
Figure 7c derived independently using seismic interferometry with coda waves with MDD. Thus, we interpret
R1 as most likely a shallow reflector rather than an interferometric artifact.

The flat reflection R2 from the hypothesized magma layer arrives on the synthetic reflection section at the
same travel time as the observed phase on the VRSP section derived from the selected microearthquake
recordings. This simple correspondence strongly reinforces the association of the coherent subhorizontal
phase at about 1 s travel time with the magma encountered during drilling. R2 being a virtual reflection from
the magma interface is also consistent with the Pr in Figure 3 being a reflection of the downgoing energy
from the same interface (e.g., Figure 5). The cross-correlation of direct P arrivals with the ghost reflections
from a liquid to solid transition should result in positive polarity reflection, i.e., a deflection to the right (black)
on the seismic traces, as is observed on the virtual section. The combination of relatively high amplitude,
positive polarity, and flat geometry of R2 are all consistent with a fluid. Although melt is the most likely pos-
sibility, due to the correlation to the borehole magma, other fluids associated with magma (entrapped brines,
steam, CO2, SO2) could also give rise to strong reflection [Makovsky et al., 1999]. R3 could correspond to a
reflection from its base if it were 500 m thick or simply be another preexisting extrusive or intrusive interface.
R4, the dipping band of energy just below R3, is only evident from Array 1; without 3-D control, it could repre-
sent energy arriving from out of the plane of the section (e.g., sideswipe).

The identification of other coherent phases is more speculative. R5, for example, could mark the top of the
postulated deeper feeder chamber in the geologic model of Krafla (Figure 2) or simply represent another
intrusion, lava unit, other fluid (brine, steam) accumulation, or fault. It is important to note that the phases
not clearly imaged on the cross line could arise from structure located laterally away from Array 1 (e.g., side-
swipe). This ambiguity emphasizes the need for 3-D imaging using a true 2-D surface recording array.

5.2. Complications

Complications not addressed here which could affect VRSP imaging include the following: (a) S wave contri-
butions to the cross-correlation functions; (b) variations in microearthquake focal mechanisms, such as polar-
ity changes, that degrade the stack; (c) variations in the source function of rupture, which could likewise
negatively affect wavelet stacking; and (d) contributions from converted phases (e.g., S to P). Although some
S wave energy may contaminate cross-correlation sums (even though only vertical component records were
used here), it should destructively interfere as we increase the number of earthquakes of different P-S interval
times in the process. Even if such energy still remains in the stack, the direct P-S time differences from the
selected microearthquakes are too short to explain the magma reflection. Moreover, the velocity used to
stack the P reflections should work to degrade such arrivals in the CMP stack. The impact of source function
variations should be minimal due to the use of small magnitude microearthquakes. Also, the actual wavelet
shape is largely irrelevant, as it will be represented by its zero-phase equivalent after correlation. Polarity
reversals across focal planes for either the direct or various reflected signals within the array could be detri-
mental. However, the direct arrivals of the selected microearthquakes exhibit the same polarity across the
arrays (e.g., Figure 4) suggesting polarity changes due to focal mechanisms are not a serious issue.

6. Conclusions

The K-39 and the IDDP-1 wells provide a unique opportunity for calibrating geophysical methods against a
known magma target at depth. In this study, we show how body waves from microearthquakes can be
processed by seismic interferometry (VRSP) to produce high-resolution reflection imageries beneath the
geothermal field at Krafla, Iceland. The VRSP image produced by the pilot dataset contains prominent reflec-
tions that correspond to the depth of a magma body encountered by the IDDP-1 well. Other virtual reflec-
tions could correspond to additional intrusions, including feeder chambers, buried extrusive layering, or
even fluid pockets. However, true 3-D recording (e.g., 2-D dense surface array) is needed to properly position
many of these features; thus, their identification at present is speculative at best. Dense recording arrays, such
as those used in this study, represent a new capability to generate high-resolution subsurface imagery. Such
technology is becoming more economically available even for 2-D arrays for true 3-D imaging in the form of
the continuously recording nodal systems now in common use in oil exploration [e.g., Lin et al., 2013b; Inbal
et al., 2015]. We do not suggest that VRSP is a replacement for more conventional, controlled source survey at
the surface. However, it does have the obvious advantage of not requiring the use of expensive artificial
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sources, such as explosives in boreholes or vibroseis trucks. It also eliminates any negative environmental or
societal impacts, not to mention acquisition permit difficulties, associated with artificial sources at the surface.
The cost differential becomes particularly acute if time-lapse imaging (i.e., multiple surveys to search for
time-dependent changes in reflectivity at depth) is desired. The advantage of this approach over teleseismic
techniques (e.g., receiver functions) is the higher resolution that can be achieved from the higher frequency
content of microseismic events. Ambiguities notwithstanding these results confirm virtual reflection techni-
ques as a promising new method for detecting and mapping subsurface structure at sites characterized by
high levels of microseismicity.
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